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What is the name of the show's theme song? Suicide is Painless 
How did Benjamin Franklin 'Hawkeye' Pierce get his nickname? From a character in the book 'The Last of 

the Mohicans' 
Who does Hawkeye regularly write home to? His father 
Where was Radar O'Reilly from? Ottumwa, Iowa 
Who tried to adopt a Korean boy? 'Trapper John' McIntyre 
What war is 'M*A*S*H' set during? Korean 
Who kept trying to get out of the Army by wearing dresses? Klinger 
What rank did Hawkeye have? Captain 
What does M*A*S*H stand for? Mobile Army Surgical Hospital 
What is the name of the bar outside of the camp? Rosie's 
Klinger's ancestors came from what country? Lebanon 
How many episodes of M*A*S*H? 253 episodes over 11 seasons (1973-1983) 
Who was the first person to be in charge of the 4077 in the series? Lt. Colonel Henry Blake 
How far is it to Toledo, according to the signpost in the 4077th compound? 6133 miles 
Who played Major Margaret 'Hot Lips' Houlihan? Loretta Swit 
What does Henry wind up wearing around his neck when the latrine explodes? Toilet Seat 
Aside from drinking and chasing nurses, what were Colonel Blake's two other pastimes? Golf and Fishing 
Psychiatrist, Dr. Sidney Freedman was once referred to by another name. What was it? Milton Freidman 
Who does Trapper call in Chicago to pick up an order of ribs? Mildred 
What is the name of the newspaper Klinger publishes? M*A*S*H Notes 
In the final episode, how long was the kiss between Hot Lips and Hawkeye? 34.8 seconds 
What is written on the window of Rosie's Bar? G.I Classy 
What is the name of the young girl Henry Blake fell in love with while on R and R in Tokyo? Nancy Sue Parker 
What disease did Hawkeye have to tell guest star Patrick Swayze he had? Leukaemia 
What was Col. Sherman Potter's horse named? Sophie 
What happened to Lt. Colonel Henry Blake? His plane was shot down en-route to the 

US 
Which of Radar's pets was operated on to help Margaret? Rabbit 
What was the name of the final episode? Goodbye, Farewell and Amen 
Who replaced Major Burns as the Swamp's 'misfit’? Major Charles Emerson Winchester III 
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How did Klinger meet his future Korean wife, Soon-Lee? She was arrested as a suspected sniper 
When Radar had his tonsils out, he asked for ice cream. What flavour did he want? Strawberry 
What was BJ' wife's name? Peg 
What is the name of the woman Charles ends up 'married' to on his forgotten trip to Tokyo? Donna Marie Parker 
Which character always came up with zany ways to try to get out of the Army? Max Klinger 
What was Major Houlihan's father's nickname? Howitzer Al 
In the final episode, how does BJ say good-bye to Hawkeye? Spells out GOODBYE in Rocks on the 

Helipad  
 


